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High Standard Coaching 

Doesn’t matter what sport. 

Abusive coaching will not be tolerated. High standard coaching is necessary. 

The coach respects the athlete. The coach strives to make the sports experience fun, progressive and improve-

ment oriented. The time spent practicing should mean improvement if the coaches and the athletes are doing 

their jobs. 

Some athletes are self motivated. Some athletes need a little guidance and they will reach high. The vast majori-

ty of athletes need additional motivation to do the right things. MOTIVATION is not a bad word.  

Many children need guidance. On their own they may not be able to maintain a hard work ethic for extended 

periods of time. The coach steps in. The parent steps in. The school teacher steps in. 

A good coach can see the potential of the child in front of them. The child can’t see it and sometimes the parents 

can’t see it. With help child “A” could make it to destination “75,” whatever that is. On her own she might make 

50. With a high standard coach she might make 70. High standard coaching means to help a child reach HER PO-

TENTIAL. An individual goal. 

High standard coaching doesn’t mean yelling or disrespecting. It doesn’t mean demeaning. It doesn’t mean tear-

ing down of the athlete. It doesn’t mean “walling off” the parents as if they don’t matter. High standard coaching 

means to inspire, motivate, respect and to have expectations that the child can achieve with the internal talent 

potential that she has. 

A great coach knows what is possible for each athlete. To work toward the potential of EACH child is our goal. 

In the present “state of gymnastics” we cannot think that the coaches must back off reasonable, respectful 

coaching techniques that may “stretch” our athletes a little bit. There are limitations but we can’t over react to a 

point where high standard coaching is frowned upon.  

Respect the athlete. Keep the athlete safe. Challenge the athlete with skills she has the talent to handle. 

Youth sports builds better young adults. Youth sports coaches are an integral part of the development of our 

youth. 
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